
DESCRIPTION LOCATION OBSERVATIONS

100% polyester Whole piece

Polyester Whole piece

DESCRIPTION MEASUREMENTS OBSERVATIONS

Plastic bag X Varied Packaging ind.

Cardboard box Varied

*Provides full protection to the lower body

*Do not store in a place exposed to contamination of any kind  

*Do not store in places with high temperatures or strong odors   

*Soft, light and fresh touch fabric ideal for all types of climates

*Washable and reusable / for multiple uses    

*6 month shelf life

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

*Store in a clean and cool place                                                                                                                                                                           

STORAGE

*It is not recommended to use for a period greater than 8 consecutive hours without being washed with soap and 

water.

*Hand wash with plenty of soap and water before next use

*Do not use the product wet, dry in the shade

*Do not bleach - Do not iron                                                                                                                     

*Material that can be washed and re-used, it is recommended to wash the piece 

after 8 hours of use. 

*Before being packed, each piece is disinfected with hypochlorous acid, this in 

order to give security in the first use. It is not irritating or toxic in small amounts.     
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*Safe / does not allow the passage of any liquid and other environmental factors 

PRODUCT QUALITIES

*Base with excellent touch and comfortable to the skin                                                                                                                             

*It is not toxic

*Does not generate polluting particles  

*Resistant to tearing and chlorine fading

*Base belonging to the antifluid + antifluid / repellency label program                                                                                                 
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*Comfortable and wide trousers

*Long sleeve with spring and hood, with or without spring in the boot

*Spring-loaded at waist, back pocket, with or without spring on boot

COLORS

*Pants made of antifluid material that repels liquids and antimicrobial 

technology.

*Manufacturing material: 100% polyester anti-fluid fabric

Anti-fluid fabric (textile)

Threads

MATERIAL QUANTITY PER UNIT

PACKING QUANTITY PER UNIT

Undefined

GENDER Male

SAKS SWEATERS S.A.S / NIT 811-034477-8

PRODUCT NAME

BRAND

TYPE

SIZES

Anti-fluid textile pants

Generic

Endowment - without registration Invima

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Black Gray Dark blue Petrol blue Light blue White



Product manufactured by SAKS SWEATERS S.A.S en Medellín - Antioquia - Colombia Calle 12No.43E-22               

Manila Center oficina 205 / Lina Vélez 310 779 9554 / Diana Mejia 314 762 3459


